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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. II Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, February-2015 
INTERNET WORKING 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  Network layer main functions         [ ] 

a)Routing b) Forwarding   c)Both A&B    d)All 
 
2. Spanning tree algorithm used for        [ ] 

a)Determining root bridge  b) Measuring packets   c) Both A&B   d)None 
 
3.  Gateways typically operates at        [ ] 

a) data link layers  b)network layers  c)transport and higher layers  d)None 
 
4.  Which of the following port number is Web server TCP port number   [ ] 

a) 60  b) 80  c) 70  d) 90 
 
5.  Which of the following port no. is FTP server TCP port number    [ ] 

a) 21  b)20  c)23  d) 24 
 
6.  A receiving host has failed to receive all of the segments that it should acknowledge. What  
     can the host do to improve the reliability of this communication session?   [ ] 

a) Send a different source port number  b) Restart the virtual circuit 
c) Decrease the sequence number  d) Decrease the window size 

 
7.  What is the purpose of flow control?        [ ] 

a)To ensure that data is retransmitted if an acknowledgment is not received 
b)To reassemble segments in the correct order at the destination device 
c)To provide a means for the receiver to govern the amount of data sent by the sender 
d)To regulate the size of each segment 

 
8. Which of the following IP address class have 128 nets and 16M hosts/net   [ ] 

a) Class C b) Class B c) Class A d) None 
 
9. Which of the following is TCP Congestion Control part     [ ] 

a) Slow Start  b) Fast Recovery  c) Fast Retransmit  d)all 
 
10.  A Network gateway can be implemented in       [ ] 

a) Software b) Internet c) Ethernet  d)None 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  “Spanning” refers only to_______________, not for bridges. 
 
12.  Expand CIDR _____________________________ 
 
13.  IP provides a unique address for each ______________in the Internet. 
 
14.  Internetworking with routers forwards ____________packets. 
 
15.  The Internet protocol suite and the layered _____________ design were in use before the  
       OSI model was established. 
 
16.  LAN switches operate at_______________________ layer 
 
17. Cut-through is a type of ___________________. 
 
18.  Packet switching is function of _____________________ 
 
19. Bridges reduce the amount of traffic on a ____________by dividing it into two segments. 
 
20. Expand LAN__________________________ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  Which of the following port number is Web server TCP port number   [ ] 

a) 60  b) 80  c) 70  d) 90 
 
2.  Which of the following port no. is FTP server TCP port number    [ ] 

a) 21  b)20  c)23  d) 24 
 
3.  A receiving host has failed to receive all of the segments that it should acknowledge. What  
     can the host do to improve the reliability of this communication session?   [ ] 

a) Send a different source port number  b) Restart the virtual circuit 
c) Decrease the sequence number  d) Decrease the window size 

 
4.  What is the purpose of flow control?        [ ] 

a)To ensure that data is retransmitted if an acknowledgment is not received 
b)To reassemble segments in the correct order at the destination device 
c)To provide a means for the receiver to govern the amount of data sent by the sender 
d)To regulate the size of each segment 

 
5. Which of the following IP address class have 128 nets and 16M hosts/net   [ ] 

a) Class C b) Class B c) Class A d) None 
 
6. Which of the following is TCP Congestion Control part     [ ] 

a) Slow Start  b) Fast Recovery  c) Fast Retransmit  d)all 
 
7.  A Network gateway can be implemented in       [ ] 

a) Software b) Internet c) Ethernet  d)None 
 
8.  Network layer main functions         [ ] 

a)Routing b) Forwarding   c)Both A&B    d)All 
 
9. Spanning tree algorithm used for        [ ] 

a)Determining root bridge  b) Measuring packets   c) Both A&B   d)None 
 
10.  Gateways typically operates at        [ ] 

a) data link layers  b)network layers  c)transport and higher layers  d)None 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  Internetworking with routers forwards ____________packets. 
 
12.  The Internet protocol suite and the layered _____________ design were in use before the  
       OSI model was established. 
 
13.  LAN switches operate at_______________________ layer 
 
14. Cut-through is a type of ___________________. 
 
15.  Packet switching is function of _____________________ 
 
16. Bridges reduce the amount of traffic on a ____________by dividing it into two segments. 
 
17. Expand LAN__________________________ 
 
18.  “Spanning” refers only to_______________, not for bridges. 
 
19.  Expand CIDR _____________________________ 
 
20.  IP provides a unique address for each ______________in the Internet. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  A receiving host has failed to receive all of the segments that it should acknowledge. What  
     can the host do to improve the reliability of this communication session?   [ ] 

a) Send a different source port number  b) Restart the virtual circuit 
c) Decrease the sequence number  d) Decrease the window size 

 
2.  What is the purpose of flow control?        [ ] 

a)To ensure that data is retransmitted if an acknowledgment is not received 
b)To reassemble segments in the correct order at the destination device 
c)To provide a means for the receiver to govern the amount of data sent by the sender 
d)To regulate the size of each segment 

 
3. Which of the following IP address class have 128 nets and 16M hosts/net   [ ] 

a) Class C b) Class B c) Class A d) None 
 
4. Which of the following is TCP Congestion Control part     [ ] 

a) Slow Start  b) Fast Recovery  c) Fast Retransmit  d)all 
 
5.  A Network gateway can be implemented in       [ ] 

a) Software b) Internet c) Ethernet  d)None 
 
6.  Network layer main functions         [ ] 

a)Routing b) Forwarding   c)Both A&B    d)All 
 
7. Spanning tree algorithm used for        [ ] 

a)Determining root bridge  b) Measuring packets   c) Both A&B   d)None 
 
8.  Gateways typically operates at        [ ] 

a) data link layers  b)network layers  c)transport and higher layers  d)None 
 
9.  Which of the following port number is Web server TCP port number   [ ] 

a) 60  b) 80  c) 70  d) 90 
 
10.  Which of the following port no. is FTP server TCP port number    [ ] 

a) 21  b)20  c)23  d) 24 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  LAN switches operate at_______________________ layer 
 
12. Cut-through is a type of ___________________. 
 
13.  Packet switching is function of _____________________ 
 
14. Bridges reduce the amount of traffic on a ____________by dividing it into two segments. 
 
15. Expand LAN__________________________ 
 
16.  “Spanning” refers only to_______________, not for bridges. 
 
17.  Expand CIDR _____________________________ 
 
18.  IP provides a unique address for each ______________in the Internet. 
 
19.  Internetworking with routers forwards ____________packets. 
 
20.  The Internet protocol suite and the layered _____________ design were in use before the  
       OSI model was established. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Which of the following IP address class have 128 nets and 16M hosts/net   [ ] 

a) Class C b) Class B c) Class A d) None 
 
2. Which of the following is TCP Congestion Control part     [ ] 

a) Slow Start  b) Fast Recovery  c) Fast Retransmit  d)all 
 
3.  A Network gateway can be implemented in       [ ] 

a) Software b) Internet c) Ethernet  d)None 
 
4.  Network layer main functions         [ ] 

a)Routing b) Forwarding   c)Both A&B    d)All 
 
5. Spanning tree algorithm used for        [ ] 

a)Determining root bridge  b) Measuring packets   c) Both A&B   d)None 
 
6.  Gateways typically operates at        [ ] 

a) data link layers  b)network layers  c)transport and higher layers  d)None 
 
7.  Which of the following port number is Web server TCP port number   [ ] 

a) 60  b) 80  c) 70  d) 90 
 
8.  Which of the following port no. is FTP server TCP port number    [ ] 

a) 21  b)20  c)23  d) 24 
 
9.  A receiving host has failed to receive all of the segments that it should acknowledge. What  
     can the host do to improve the reliability of this communication session?   [ ] 

a) Send a different source port number  b) Restart the virtual circuit 
c) Decrease the sequence number  d) Decrease the window size 

 
10.  What is the purpose of flow control?        [ ] 

a)To ensure that data is retransmitted if an acknowledgment is not received 
b)To reassemble segments in the correct order at the destination device 
c)To provide a means for the receiver to govern the amount of data sent by the sender 
d)To regulate the size of each segment 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  Packet switching is function of _____________________ 
 
12. Bridges reduce the amount of traffic on a ____________by dividing it into two segments. 
 
13. Expand LAN__________________________ 
 
14.  “Spanning” refers only to_______________, not for bridges. 
 
15.  Expand CIDR _____________________________ 
 
16.  IP provides a unique address for each ______________in the Internet. 
 
17.  Internetworking with routers forwards ____________packets. 
 
18.  The Internet protocol suite and the layered _____________ design were in use before the  
       OSI model was established. 
 
19.  LAN switches operate at_______________________ layer 
 
20. Cut-through is a type of ___________________. 
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